
  

 

MISSOURI PUBLIC SERVICE 
COMMISSION 

 
JOB OPPORTUNITY 

 

ENGINEER 
 
State regulatory agency seeks to fill Utility Engineering Specialist III/Utility Regulatory 
Engineer I positions to perform analysis related to energy issues that affect Missouri’s 
investor-owned utilities and their customers.  
 
These positions review and prepare written reports and/or testimony of study findings 
related to transmission, distribution, services, construction, production and/or resource 
planning and prepare testimony in PSC hearings on utility rates.  Also serve as an 
engineering technical resource in engineering areas such as electrical, steam, gas or 
nuclear generation systems.  These positions also require the ability to assist in 
formulating research strategies and selecting and applying the appropriate analytical 
methods or computer models and conduct depreciation studies of Missouri investor-
owned utilities.  A high level of both verbal and written communication skills and the 
ability to explain and interpret the results of complex technical information to both 
technical and non-technical audiences is required. 
 
QUALIFICATIONS: Graduation from an ABET accredited college or university with a 
bachelor’s degree in engineering or equivalent, and three years of engineering 
experience, of which one year must have been in a regulatory, compliance, or utility 
environment. PE eligibility in Missouri required. Missouri PE required for Utility 
Regulatory Engineer I.  Experience with spreadsheets and word processing is essential.  
Knowledge of depreciation software is preferred.  Other computer simulation and 
database experience is also preferred.  The ability to work well in a team environment is 
a must.  Strong analytical, writing and interpersonal skills and personal computer 
experience required.   
 
The starting annual salary range for the Utility Engineering Specialist III/Utility 
Regulatory Engineer I is $54,276 - $61,320 with a potential increase at the end of a 
satisfactory probationary period. To be considered for these positions, submit an 
application, resume, a copy of each transcript from all college/universities attended, and 
a one or two page technical writing sample by 5:00 pm May 25, 2018 to: MO Public 
Service Commission, Reference Number CS070518, P.O. Box 360, Jefferson City, MO 
65102 or via e-mail to pscjobs@psc.mo.gov.  For additional information, visit 
http//psc.mo.gov/General/Career_Opportunities. 
 
 “An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V” 
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